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I love Halloween. This is my second favorite holiday just for Christmas, but it has a special place in my heart because I get back-back goodness from my birthday and then, 24 hours later, all the goodness Halloween brings. Folks at DualBoot Games (creators of other live wallpapers such as Celtic Garden HD) have whipped another one
for us, this time all scary and creepy, just in time for Halloween. It's called Haunted House HD, and as far as the live wallpaper is concerned, despite being time sensitive, it's probably one of the most detailed I've come across. From the moment you open the selected live wallpaper and choose Haunted House HD, the Halloween will vibe
over you. The camera pans along the creepy house, shinged in fog as the lights flash and turn off each other. Jack-o-lamps guard the door and terrible messages appear through the door in the blood. It's all pretty smooth, despite the fact that so much is going on. The door opens and closes on its own, while the camera moves backwards,
the lights are lit, the window reveals the silhouette, and the flag on the mailbox moves up and down on its own side. To go into the house, you will need to jump into a fully loaded menu setting and change the camera view. The interior of the house is also (if not more) occupied as an exteriour. The lights are still flashing, the fire is pale, the
ghost blue, and the images have skulls above the subject's face. The ethereal steps flicker and disappear on the ground, and the strange breeze tosss the sheath. It's a lot to take, but it's still super fun. Back in the settings menu when I said loaded, I meant it. You can select a camera view, set the mailbox and port name, select the type of
face you want for pumpkins, and individually enable or disable each background variable that it offers. If you feel like getting into the holiday spirit, Haunted House HD is $1.99 on Android Market. We have several pictures and download links after the break. Photo: shutterstock.comSing the size of the walls allows you to maneuver the
paper into a position on the wall without tearing. Changing the size also makes it easier to remove paper later. Resizing is a guided consistency and should be applied with paint rollers and pans. The wall is ready to set the paper when the size is dry. Priming Dark Walls It's a good idea to grab dark walls if you use paper with light
wallpaper, as it will help hide seam neslaignments. Use a basic example of white latex or perhaps a case/size mixture. Plan your layout Start and finish your work in a non-vastery place. The areas above the door, windows or on the wall space, which is somewhat hidden, are good places to start. With the next approach, you'll better hide
any unsue lye in your strips. Another good idea is to establish vertical guidelines. Hold the paper rolls where to start and make a half stick mark less than the width of the paper. Then use a chalk level or line to create a vertical reference point. Use the paper Start by making the edge of the paper about half an inch inside the reference line.
This can hide the line before displaying through the seam. Place the roll on the floor and unscred enough to reach the ceiling. Adjust the paper on the ceiling so that your pattern matches and mark the paper with a pencil. Aim down from the ceiling marking and mark the distance that the wall is high plus an additional two centimeters. Make
a small incision or mark at the bottom of the paper and fold the paper over. Pre-load the paper using the press as a guide. Test the strap for proper fitProtection the second strap by placing the first strap on the floor and using it as a template. Be sure to match your pattern while also leaving some extra at the top and bottom to pick. Now
hang your first piece, cut out the third piece, hang the second piece, etc. Avoid cutting large numbers of strips at once unless you are sure that your pattern is properly padded. We have collected 15 wonderful illustrations from the like Tom Jay, Steven Bonner and Jessica Walsh for you to enjoy on your iPhone. There are everything from
3D, abstract illustrations, photos and typography, so whatever your taste of design, you are bound to find the wallpaper that is your fancy! All these iPhone wallpapers have been stored in iPhone 4 dimensions (960x640) and have a pixel density of 326ppi. What does all this mean? That means they're going to look cute and sharp! To add
these pictures to your iPhone, just visit this post on your device, click the picture, press and hold, and then select Save. Then simply scroll to the camera on your iPhone and select the saved image from the Roll camera. Select the arrow at the bottom of the camera and select Use as background. For these wonderful illustrations... Tom
JayClick picture to see full size iPhone wallpaper João OliveiraClick picture, to see full size iPhone wallpaper Sam TaylorClick image to see full size iPhone wallpaper Computer artClick image that sees full size iPhone wallpaper Ana AlberoClick in the photo to see full size iPhone wallpaper Tom JayClick image to see full size iPhone
wallpaper Click on the image to see full size iPhone wallpaper Jessica Walsh Click on the image to view full size iPhone wallpaper Matt BoothClick to view full size iPhone wallpaper João OliveiraKlikni picture to view full size iPhone wallpaper Steven BonnerKlikni pictured to see full size iPhone wallpaper Radim MalinicKlikni pictures to
see iPhone wallpaper u full size Lauren Gentrycklikni image to see full size iPhone wallpaper Richard NabarroKlikni in the photo to see full iPhone size wallpaper Sorin BechiraKlikni picture to see the full size Wallpaper We will regularly update this post with more illustrations to download, so keep your eyes peeled! After a short oversue,
we're back to another selection of amazing, ultra-high-definition wallpapers that fit perfectly with your Quad HD smartphone – as well as anything else! If you're not really in the dark, packs of icons, custom starters and all that, sometimes a simple background switch will help inhale some fresh air into your smartphone. It's pretty generally
easy to make a job done, and fresh new wallpaper can really sing things up for your home screen. There comes our weekly selections of some of the best upholy from around the world! Also, don't forget to view our previous background collections (linked to the timeline at the end of the article) in case you missed something in recent
months. Based on the gigantic resolutions of these upholomies, we've included preview versions with a downward preview in the gallery below (this will save you some time and bandwidth). To get full-size pictures, follow this Google Drive link. Subscribe to the news! FEATURE VIDEO Tomorrow, April 12, HTC will launch a new high-end
flagship smartphone that will replace the One M9 (which is now 1 year old and 1 month old). Although on the success of the One M7, One M8 and One M9, the upcoming handset will preferably be through one brand called simply htc 10.It it looks like the HTC 10 will come with no fewer than 20 built-in upholies (including some that we've
already shown you), all of these are available for download right now, thanks to HTC ROM developer @LlabTooFeR. These are 2880 x 2560 pixel wallpapers that will fit the 5.2-dwarf Quad HD display of the new device. You can download all background from the slide show below (double-click or tap to zoom in and then save as) or visit
the source link at the end of this article. Over the past few weeks, HTC has been very busy lubricated by a new smartphone, rather than avoiding using big words. According to the company, HTC 10 will offer the fastest and smoothest Android experience around, plus world first, world class cameras, extended battery life and high-quality
sound. Earlier today, a promo video of the HTC 10 was leaked, which confirmed the fact that the handset is all metal - just as all the previously leaked photos suggested. We really, really want to know whether the HTC 10 will meet the high expectations set by HTC itself. We're going to tell you all about the phone – which should run
Android Marshmallow with UI Sense 8.0 – as soon as the official data arrives. Stay tuned!   Subscribe to the news! Skip to the main content RD.COMColor background may be different from print run for print run, you should buy all the wallpaper you need naPo background color may differ from print running to run, you buy all the wallpaper
you need at once. To determine how many rolls the space will need:Add the total width of the walls in the legs, and multiply by height. Divide this by 30 - the average square metres in American-made rolls - or 25 if you're using European paper. Subtract half a roll for each window and door of normal size. Now you have a working sum; Add
one roll for good measure (and future patches) – a little more if your sample has a large recurrence to match. If you're unsure of your calculations, draw a picture of each wall, including measurements and the position and size of all windows and doors. Take the sketch to your background supplier. An experienced salesperson can offer
you advice on how many rolls you need to buy. When you place a background order, you can also buy a compatible paste paste and sticking brush for standard paper or a water box for prepared paper. Originally Published: August 02, 2005Originally Published in Reader's Digest Enjoy the BEST stories, advice & jokes! Skip to the main
RD.COMI content if you're new to paper form, make your first project as easy as possible. Choose the paper that's designed with, if you're new in paper form, make your first project as easy as possible. Choose a paper that is designed with in mind do it yourself. Here are some features to look for:High-quality, machine-printed, preimmed
papers are mostly the most hassle-free. Flocked and foil papers or wallpapers with the edges of the selvage to be rimed at work are the challenges better left for professionals by the first time around. Patterns that are straight are easier to hang than fallen patterns. Level patterns are so-called because adjacent panels meet in a straight
line, so they require a little extra figuring when you cut and hang them. The omitted samples have iterations of the design, which are designed to match the panels on the plate, slightly harder to calculate to measure. Fallen samples also require more paper to compensate for the match. Small common patterns are thread camouflage
unsumeral surfaces. However striped, shiny and solid wall borders are best reserved for very smooth, completely plumbing walls. Matching the scale of the sample with the size of the room is also critical. Too large a pattern in a small room can be zative; too small a sample will be lost in a large room. Bring home wallpaper samples or
wallpaper books to see what patterns work best for your purposes. See them in both natural and artificial light. Originally Published: August 02, 2005Originally Published in Reader's Digest Enjoy the BEST stories, advice & jokes! Jokes!
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